Gold nanoparticles coated with carbosilane dendrons in protein sample preparation.
The feasibility of using carbosilane dendronized gold nanoparticles (GNPs) for protein sample preparation was evaluated. Three different dendrons with three different generations (1G, 2G, and 3G) were employed to modify the GNPs, viz. sulfonate terminated (STC-GNPs), carboxylate terminated (CTC-GNPs), and trimethylammonium terminated (ATC-GNPs) dendrons. The synthesis of the CTC-GNP is described. The other dendronized GNPs were synthesized using previously described routes. Bovine serum albumin, lysozyme, and myoglobin were employed to study the potential of GNPs to interact with proteins. The interaction between the GNPs and the proteins was evaluated using fluorescence spectroscopy and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The CTC-GNPs and STC-GNPs under acidic and neutral conditions, respectively, promoted the establishment of electrostatic interactions with positively charged proteins. Proteins from 10 to 75 kDa molecular weights interacted with GNPs at protein: nanoparticle ratios of 1:0.25. The GNPs were applied to the extraction of proteins from a peach seed. In the authors' perception, the method is a clean alternative to established extraction methods based on the use of organic or polluting chemicals. Graphical abstract Schematic representation of the interaction of peach seeds proteins and carbosilane dendron coated gold nanoparticles, and the electrophoretic profiles of extracted proteins.